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Figure 1: Interactive web-based dashboard, which allows to analyze and overview the results of security analyses of the source code
(“Static Analysis Warnings” and “CWE Breakdown”) based on the provenance information of the software development process
(“Entities Timeline”).

ABSTRACT

The use of static code analysis tools for security audits can be time
consuming, as the many existing tools focus on different aspects
and therefore development teams often use several of these tools to
keep code quality high and prevent security issues. Displaying the
results of multiple tools, such as code smells and security warnings,
in a unified interface can help developers get a better overview
and prioritize upcoming work. We present visualizations and a
dashboard that interactively display results from static code analysis
for “interesting” commits during development. With this, we aim to
provide an effective visual analytics tool for code security analysis
results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Static code analysis attempts to predict potential runtime behavior
of software without necessarily executing the software; and without
using any input data [2]. It can help to improve software by finding
weaknesses early in the software development process.

Software development is a highly complex process, in which
usually a team of software developers use numerous tools to develop
a software as error-free as possible in a short time. To understand
the software development process and to be able to make statements
about quality, reliability and trustworthiness of the software product,
one can record and analyze the provenance [14] of the development
process or the produced software artifacts.

To better understand the relationships between the development
process and code quality based on static code analysis, we combine
the two data sources—provenance information and results of static
code analysis tools—and evaluate them using analytical and visual
methods. With the result of such analysis, we aim to assess the
reliability of software systems with high criticality (e.g., space mis-
sion control systems) or the trustworthiness of software with high
societal relevance (e.g., COVID-19 contact tracing apps).

The basic principle of our provenance-driven code security anal-
ysis is to find and select relevant or “interesting” activities in the
development process by making queries on provenance information
and then evaluating the results of static code analysis at the times of
these activities [25, 27].
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Our main contribution is a first visual dashboard for provenance-
driven security analysis. The use of provenance from all relevant
processes, which are stored in a standardized provenance data model,
distinguishes our approach from other approaches to security analy-
sis and auditing.

We describe our current status towards being able to efficiently
and effectively perform provenance-driven security analysis using
visual methods and interactive dashboards in the following structure:
We briefly describe which methods and tools we use for static code
analysis (Sect. 2). We give some basic information about provenance
and specifically how we record and store provenance of software
development processes (Sect. 3). We show our first visualizations
and a dashboard we are developing to perform interactive visual
analytics for code security analysis (Sect. 4). Finally, we summa-
rize related work, especially on visualization of software artifacts
(Sect. 5).

2 STATIC APPLICATION SECURITY TESTING (SAST)
Static code analysis—or Static Application Security Testing
(SAST)—is a static software testing procedure performed at com-
pilation time to detect certain types of errors in the source code.
Continuous use of this method during the software development
process can reveal early indicators of bugs, code smells, defects, or
vulnerabilities [18]. There are various tools, ranging from linters,
which check the occurrence of textual or syntactical information on
pre-defined code rules, up to full-fledged verification tools, which
formally prove specific criteria in the code. These criteria cover
multiple aspects of source code, including cryptography checks,
taint-related problems (e.g., data and resource leaks), use of hard-
coded credentials or null-pointer errors. Typical obstacles for using
static code analysis tools in practice are the false positive ratio, un-
derstandable and actionable analysis results or the integration in the
development process, making their use by software developers work-
intensive [10]. Usually, it is not enough to use only one tool [20].
With our approach, we want to address parts of these issues, making
these tools more user-friendly.

For our analyses we use several tools for Java; both tools with an
open source license and commercial tools (Table 1).

Table 1: Used static analysis tools.

Static analysis tool Tool category

Flowdroid taint analysis

Xanitizer taint analysis

Infer formal verification

Spotbugs/FindSecBugs coding rules

PMD linter, code smells

OWASP Dependency Check dependencies

3 PROVENANCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Provenance describes the people, institutions, entities, and activities
involved in creating, processing, or providing data [16]. Provenance
can be formally expressed in different ways. We use the W3C
specification PROV [15], which among other definitions defines
the provenance data model PROV-DM [16]. The core structure of
PROV-DM relies on the definition of the model class elements
entities, activities, and agents that are involved in producing a piece
of data or artifact and on definitions of relations to relate these class
elements.

For software development processes based on git repositories,
we extract retrospective provenance [13] with data mining on the
repositories; in the case of GitHub and GitLab, this also includes
provenance information from the respective issue trackers and re-
lease systems. The resulting provenance data then contains all
activities (e.g., commits, issues changes, releases), the generated

or changed entities (e.g., source code files or issues), and involved
agents (e.g., developers, testers, or users) along with their relations.
Our tool GITLAB2PROV [3, 24] uses the GitLab API to generate
the provenance information in the form of the text representation
PROV-JSON, which is converted to other formats for further analy-
sis and visualization and imported as a property graph into the graph
database Neo4j (Fig. 2).

4 VISUALIZATION AND INTERACTIVE DASHBOARD

As a case study, we illustrate our approaches to interactive visualiza-
tion with the luca App1. The luca App is a mobile app for providing
data for contact tracing and risk contact notification during a pan-
demic. In Germany, there is a controversial discussion about the app,
which currently makes it a socially relevant software application.
Many IT security experts criticize the app for its security gaps and
data protection shortcomings [17, 28]. Nevertheless, many German
states have bought it and made it mandatory for checking in at restau-
rants and stores. For this reason, the app and its development process
are interesting objects of investigation.

Most of the development of the luca App is done publicly on
GitLab2 in eight repositories. Development began in February 2021,
with 13 people committing changes to git and 42 people contributing
changes to issues as of early June3 [23].

Similar to our approach for the CWA app [27], we conduct the
following steps (Fig. 2):

Step 1: Query the provenance graph using CYPHER4 for a distinct
list of commits.

Step 2: Clean—and optionally filter—the query result to get a clean
list of commit hashes.

Step 3: Query the SAST database [26] for each of the commit hashes
from Step 2.

Step 4: Analyze the results from Step 3. For example, by summariz-
ing, classifying, or visualizing them.

In practice, we use Python to submit the CYPHER query to Neo4j
and store the result in a Pandas DataFrame, on which we do Step 2.
Then, we submit an SQL query on the SAST database using Pandas’
read sql query method for each of the commit hashes, which
returns—for example—the number of warnings reported for changed
files during the related commits.

4.1 SAST Results
The results of SAST tools are presented very differently. Simple
tools simply output the results on the terminal; advanced tools pro-
vide a graphical user interface or are integrated as plug-ins into IDEs.
The granularity and accuracy of the results also varies widely. For
example, there is a difference to the users of the tools whether an
entire function is marked as “insecure” or only a single line. The
precision often depends on the type of verification method used;
a formal verification is more accurate than coding rules by linters
(Sect. 2).

4.1.1 Number of Warnings
The number of warnings issued by the individual tools is shown
as a line chart (Fig. 3). We see that the trend of the individual
traces either remains at about the same level or increases over the
development time. The cumulative number of warnings increases,
which can either mean that the development team does not or rarely
use static analysis tools or that there are many false positives in the
results [22]. Both of these factors suggest using visualization to

1https://www.luca-app.de
2https://gitlab.com/lucaapp
3https://cauldron.io/project/4448
4https://neo4j.com/developer/cypher/
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Figure 2: Workflow for the provenance-driven automated code analysis: provenance is extracted from git repositories on GitLab using our tool
GitLab2PROV [24] to PROV-JSON files (one file for each repository) [23] and stored in a Neo4j database using our tool prov2neo [4]. The SAST
database [26] is created by applying the various static code analysis tools (Table 1) to the code at specific commit. The data for the visual analytics
are generated by matching database queries.
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Figure 3: Security-related warnings in our SAST database queried for
the luca App for Android (https://gitlab.com/lucaapp/android).
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Figure 4: Visualization of the hierarchy of software projects or a
selected set of snapshots, of the occurred warnings of static code
analysis tools, and the affected files as an Icicle chart.

make the results more accessible and tangible to the developers, or
to make false positives easier to find in the source code.

4.1.2 Hierarchy of Projects, Warnings, and Files

We visualize the hierarchy of selected projects and commits and the
distribution of warnings and files as an Icicle chart [11] (Fig. 4). A
user study has shown that an Icicle chart is preferable to a treemap
because it has better performance for navigation and hierarchy under-
standing [30]. Visually, Icicle charts have a good balance between
readability and compactness [12] and are well suited for identifica-
tion of small values in multivariate data sets [31].

We categorized the SAST results according to the Common Weak-

ness Enumeration5 (CWE) category system for software weaknesses
and vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, not all SAST tools expose the
category or severity of the vulnerabilities, which is why we use the
visualization as an Icicle chart only for a part of the warnings.

In our Icicle chart, we map the CWE classes to the second hierar-
chy level and the affected source code modules to the third hierarchy
level. The size of the individual areas corresponds to the frequency
of the warnings to easily identify warnings that occur often. We map
the severity of the warnings to the color scale to easily see where
serious warnings occur; we use a color scale ranging from light
yellow for minor bugs to dark red for highly critical vulnerabilities6.

Our way of presenting the warnings can be useful for development
teams by either assigning the resolution of the warnings directly to
developers of different experience levels according to the severity
or—what we want to use in the future—assigning it based on the
provenance (i.e., developers who have already worked on the code
module in question).

4.2 Provenance and Events

To visually represent the provenance information we use several
visualizations, such as graph visualizations, metrics visualizations
(e.g., bar charts), time-oriented visualizations (e.g., Sankey charts),
task-oriented and work process-oriented visualizations (e.g., Gantt
charts), or hierarchy-oriented visualizations (e.g., treemap charts).
To provide more interactivity and to be able to provide the visualiza-
tions in the form of a web application, we can compile the individual
visualizations into a dashboard

We visualize the distribution of GitLab events (i.e., PROV Activi-
ties) as a timeline with bars—for example, summed (i.e., re-sampled)
by date ranges such as ’Weekly’ (Fig. 5). Events are further aggre-
gated to events creating new commits, files, and issues (Commit
Resource, File, Issue Resource) and events changing existing com-
mits, files and issues (Commit Resource Version, File Version, Issue
Resource Version). With only few events in February and March of
2021, the most activity takes place in the first three weeks of April.
In the first week, the most amount of issues are generated. By far the
most files are created, as well as changed in the third week of April.
After these three weeks the activity decreases again, with mostly file
version events occurring during the next weeks.

5https://cwe.mitre.org/
6We use the continuous color scale “ylorrd” of Plotly; https://plotly.

com/python/builtin-colorscales
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Figure 5: Distribution of events over time for all lucaapp repositories.
In the diagram, the events are summarized by week.

4.3 Interactive Dashboard
To increase the usability and interaction possibilities of the de-
scribed visualizations, the visualizations can be integrated into web-
based user interfaces. There are two common approaches for this:
notebook interfaces and dashboards. Notebook interfaces such as
JUPYTER [8, 19] are very well suited for exploratory, flexible data
analysis. Dashboards [6] provide a more rigid but interactive web-
based interface that aims to provide an overview of information
(similar to reports).

We developed a web-based interactive dashboard contains se-
lected visualizations, which are provided with interactive control
elements (Fig. 1).

Since we mainly want to have a fixed view with selected visual-
izations, we decided to develop a dashboard instead of a notebook
interface. The reason for this is that the information shown is initially
intended as a basis for discussions and decision making between de-
velopers and managers, and should therefore not change constantly
in an exploratory manner. Especially for software systems with high
social relevance (such as the luca App used here as an example), the
dashboard should also be accessible to the interested public. The
visualizations integrated into the dashboard were selected after dis-
cussions with software developers from the field of secure software
development. It came out that first of all the temporal course of the
development activities and the warnings are interesting (Fig. 1; left
column), that it should be possible to select a time range here and
that then the type of warnings for this time range should be explored
further (Fig. 1; right column).

We create dashboards based on the Python framework DASH7.
Visualizations created with the Python library PLOTLY can be in-
tegrated into interactive web-based applications; in particular, it is
possible to add interaction elements such as menus, radio buttons,
or input fields (Fig. 1). The individual charts benefit from Plotly’s
fundamental features, such as zoom, responsiveness, compare data
on hover, selection and crossfiltering, and custom controls.

The “Entities Timeline” section refers to all projects, since it
concerns here the development activities over the time; here one
can select the resampling frequency, to represent for example daily,
weekly, or quarterly activity progressions. The “Static Analysis
Warnings” section shows the time history of the warnings, where
you can select the project of interest (i.e., repository). The time axes
of the entities and the warnings are linked; if you select a time range,
the same range is also displayed in the other chart. The “CWE
Breakdown” section contains the Icicle chart with an additional
selection option for the ’root’ (i.e., the first hierarchical level) of the
displayed data. Currently, predefined CYPHER queries are stored
here, which for example provide all commits of a project or only the
commits to files where multiple developers have contributed—the
possibility to add queries without changing the Python code is part
of our future work.

7https://dash.plotly.com/

Currently, the layout and integrated visualizations are defined in
Python code; likewise, the connected databases are fixed.

4.4 Use Case
The current design of our dashboard has two main distinct audiences:
the software development team, including software engineering man-
agers, and people from the public who have an interest in critically
following and assessing the development. Both audiences have an
understanding of how software development processes fundamen-
tally work and are willing to dig into details of the development
process. Both target groups also have an interest in ensuring that the
software is secure and prohibits any attack vectors for misuse of the
processed data.

An intended use case is to find out which potential security weak-
nesses are in the source code of the software and at which times
and through which steps in the development process the number and
severity of the weaknesses has changed.

The approach is that users of the dashboard first look at the
“Entities Timeline” to see how the steps of software development
have progressed over time by selecting the event types that interest
them (e.g., releases or extensive discussions in the Issues). You can
limit the timeline to specific time periods, and the “Static Analysis
Warnings” will adjust accordingly to show the same time period.
For the selected time period, the “CWE Breakdown” then displays
the security weaknesses, which can still be explored visually down
to the level of individual files. To further narrow down the dis-
played security weaknesses, they can be further narrowed down via
CYPHER queries (Sect. 4.3).

5 RELATED WORK

The tool Cesar [1] improved the usability of the SAST tool FIND-
BUGS. The authors evaluated the provided user interface by con-
ducting an user study and improved the visualization by categorizing
the vulnerabilities. They used an interactive treemap showing the
distribution of selected vulnerability categories. The Nessus Vul-
nerability Visualization dashboard [9] processed data of network
vulnerabilities in particular. Their central element is also a treemap
presenting the distribution of network scans.

The focus of the Analizo visualization toolkit [29] is on extensi-
bility and multi-language support. The tool calculates various code
metrics, dependency graphs and a software evolution matrix. The
authors worked on the transparency of information but did not focus
security-related aspects. Similar to that, Source Meter [5] is another
dashboard for code metrics. The dashboard Seconda [21] divides
global and local code metrics in their analysis and illustrations. The
visual analysis of code security by Goodall et al. [7] presents the
results of different SAST tools in form of a treemap.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described how we are developing a first variant of an inter-
active dashboard based on our work on provenance-driven security
analysis. The dashboard contains visualizations of software develop-
ment provenance and static code analysis results. The dashboard’s
interaction capabilities allow the visualizations to be linked, which
helps with interactive visual analytics.

Future work on the dashboard and visualizations is mainly to
improve the visual design and style by developing a consistent visual
concept and evaluating it through user studies. In addition, we are
planning technical enhancements such as a search function, more
cross-filtering capabilities, and higher configurability.
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